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N E ST I N G

NEW COZINESS

simplicity

Find your safe haven where you can hunker down in homely
comfort. Unfinished timber and warm tones are back in fashion,

a new, relaxed attitude to life and living. The inspiration comes
from Northern Europe. After all, Scandinavians are said to be the
continent’s happiest inhabitants! The rapid rise of smart technologies has also awakened a need to create a homely feel. Authentic
materials make for a more sensuous home. There is definite return
to cultural history and nature. Colourfulness has (still) not yet won
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TONALITIES
GRIFFWERK adds a very warm, discreet new surface color with the

iron

appealing name „cashmere grey.“

structure
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daylight
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tidiness

ficantly warmer than the cooler and slightly bluish-looking stain-

perfection

less steel. It fits harmoniously into the living ambience of the new
trend direction „new coziness“.

resistant to fingerprints.

minimalism
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The new surface „velvet grey“ feels soft like velvet. The tone is signi-

„Our“ black is a matt, very deep black. The coating is resiliant and
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graphic: trend triology study GRIFFWERK 12-2018

filling the vast white spaces of recent years. Words like hygge,

T E C H N O LO GY

CLAR ITY
CASHMERE GREY
The wool of so-called cashmere goats is actually one of the finest
and most expensive natural fibres in existence. The velvety touch
results from the particularly smooth surface of the fibres. When
something feels as good as this, we would just love to transfer it to
door handles. With our cashmere grey „premium surface“ we managed just that: Door handles have never been smoother.
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Cashmere

KAS C HMIRGRAU

Yet, warm tones and materials are increasingly dominating
against large expanses of white. Native woods are back in
vogue in flooring and are gaining in popularity for walls too. The
industrial look with massive glazed façades, exposed concrete
walls and contrasting black fittings continues to be popular.
However, the idolised stainless steel of the 80s and 90s can
no longer fulfil the requirements of this new homely lifestyle.
GRIFFWERK is therefore adding to its portfolio, complementing
its matt graphite black surface with a very warm, subtle new
colour, the illustriously named casmere grey.

BY GRIFFWERK
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DESIGN
R ELAU NCH
The revised design has a clear line.

AVUS SR4
THE LEGENDARY
Door handle AVUS SR4 borrowed its name
from the former Berlin Motor Show on which
many pioneering achievements were made.
The characteristic of this track were two major
turns. For the handle shape, we reduced this
form again. Two semicircles, now catch the
circumferential outline of the rectilinear front
surface.

AVUS PIATTA S
ULTRA FLAT & PURISTIC
AVUS SR4 is available in three surfaces and two rosette shapes.

For 2019 we have revised the technique of the
flat rosettes PIATTA. The new version PIATTA S has
ultra flat with only 2 mm
construction height

now been equipped with a retaining spring and is
easy to install with SMART KLIPP. AVUS SR4 is also
available with flat rosette PIATTA S.
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NEW
DESIGN
Ultra-slim design with wide, comfortable palm rest with softly rounded
shape.

REMOTE SR4
THE ULTRA-SLIM
REMOTE SR4 attaches great importance to
pleasant touch. A wide, upper support surface
provides a pleasant grip. At the same time we
wanted a shape that needs little „volume“ and
therefore we strongly flattened the gripping
area. The shape transition to the neck of the
handle was contoured with dynamic lines which
lead the shape as gently broken edges.

GRAPHIT BLACK
AND MODERN LOFT
REMOTE SR4 is available in three surfaces and two rosette shapes.

Black finds its way into the architecture, whether
on generous window fronts, as an entrance door
or through details in the interior. GRIFFWERK
offers the right fitting selection and builds on it
extraordinary, velvety finish.
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D E S I G N MA N U FA KTU R

53

_ flat frontal area as a distinct rectangle
_ R8 design with softly rounded corners
_ clear, present and timeless
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handle and thus blends harmoniously into all
residential surroundings. This architecturally
minimalist basic shape is charmingly detailed
with soft curves. This relates first and foremost
to the visible surface and is taken up by the rear,
creating pleasant and, at the same time, unexpected grip comfort.

CHARACTERS –
SIEGER DESIGN BY GRIFFWERK
MINIMAL MODERN SR4 is available in three surfaces and two rosette shapes.

At first glance, the contemporary Characters
collection appears to have been pared down to an
absolute minimum. It is only on closer inspection
that the three door handles unfurl their personality, with clearly defined, stringent lines – or softer
„Our designs are archetypal, timelessand functional, but also
poetic and life-affirming.“

and more subtle contours – making a conscious
impression and underscoring the occupant’s individual style.

CH R ISTIAN & MICHAEL SI EGER
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D E S I G N MA N U FA KTU R

_ softly rounded for pleasant touch
_ bandlike shape transition of the frontal area without edge
_ flowing but nevertheless clearly reduced form

GRAPH SR4
THE GEOMETRIC
GRAPH SR4 appears elegant and minimalist. Its
clear, geometrical design desires a formal
relationship with your door. GRAPH SR4 does
not turn away but is self-confidentily restrained. The continuous parallel lines of the top
view enjoys a contrast to the austere edge
of the visible surface, thanks to the gentle
curvature of the rear of the handle. GRAPH SR4
is synonymous with a systematically modern
attitude.

WE COUNTED
How many times a day do you actually use a door

GRAPH SR4 is available in three surfaces and two rosette shapes.

handle? We were curious and counted. Our Griffwerk testers came to a number between 15 and
34. This means already 5,475 to 12,400 times a

Cashmere

KASCHMIRGRAU
BY GRIFFWERK
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year. More than enough reasons to treat yourself
to a door handle with special haptic quality, isn‘t
it? Not only the form is decisive. The surface finishing may be rated almost as high for the feeling
of gripping. Only the high-quality finishes give the
form a soft, velvety grip - just like cashmere grey.
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D E S I G N MA N U FA KTU R

_ light, dynamic, elegant design
_ wide, comfortable palm rest
_ comfortable thumb position

LEAF LIGHT SR4
THE FILIGREE
Inspired by the wings of a bird, LEAF LIGHT SR4
has a delicate filigree character of its own with
excellent brand recognition. The design creates
tension with the contrast between the curved
lower contour and the horizontal upper line. The
cylindrical neck flows into the horizontal profile of
the handle and ends in a gentle curve. Your hand
rests comfortably on the horizontal surface, while
your thumb finds orientation on the obliquely cut
front surface. Overall LEAF LIGHT SR4 creates a
subtle and delicate feature on the front panel of
your door.

SIEGER DESIGN
LEAF LIGHT SR4 is available in three surfaces and two rosette shapes.

sieger design, located in Müsterland Castle Harkotten has been developing brand concepts and
products for Dornbracht, Alape, Duravit, Trilux
and Conmoto for more than 30 years.
(Fig .: Fitting VAIA by Dornbracht in the surface
Dark Platinum matt, copyright: Dornbracht)
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FOR THE ENTIRE
APARTEMENT
Living becomes more comfortable again. Natural materials and warm tones set the new direction. Sliding
door system PLANEO AIR provides more warmth in the
new surface „cashmere grey“. Grip rods LUCIA GST and
GLASS LOCK PURISTO S

PLANEO GS 49011 are also suitable for this purpose.
Glass revolving doors can be fitted with the matching
glass lock PURISTO S. The door handle portfolio for
wooden doors has also been expanded to include the
new surfaces.

ABOUT GRIFFWERK
We are passionate about door fittings. Using our high level of design expertise, we create functional architectural elements
that open up spaces. Their quiet functionality bears witness to precisely engineered technology. Carefully selected surfaces
and details are pleasing to the touch. GRIFFWERK, based in Blaustein, Ulm, in Southern Germany, was founded in 1999. In
2014, we expanded our portfolio with glass door systems.
M O R E I N S P I R AT I O N AT W W W. G R I F F W E R K . D E

All doors handles of this
series are available the two
rosette shapes square and
round.
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SLIDING DOOR SYSTEM PLANEO AIR

GRIP ROD LUCIA GST
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